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Discover some of the most extraordinary paddling 

experiences from around the world. 

 

Ultimate Canoe and Kayak Adventures is stunningly 

illustrated and offers something for everyone from the 

whitewater adrenalin junkie to the extreme sea kayaker. 

 

The adventures cover every sort of paddling from mountain 

chasms, gentle rivers and lakes to crashing surf, dramatic 

coasts and the oceans beyond. Paddle from the frozen 

wastes of Alaska to the tropical rivers of South America. Explore the rivers and seas 

of Europe and visit the stunning waters of the Far East and Australasia. 

 

Striking full-page colour pictures are matched with lively descriptions that bring the 

adventures to life. There’s also extra information telling you how, where and when to 

try each one for yourself. 
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Read a sampler from the book at www.wileynautical.com/canoeandkayak  

 

Eugene Buchanan is the Editor-in-Chief of Paddler magazine. His passion for 

travelling, writing and paddling has taken him to more than 30 countries on six of the 

seven continents.  

 

Jason Smith is editor of Canoe & Kayak UK, Britain’s bestselling paddle-sports 

magazine. Jason is an active paddler and challenges the huge rapids of some of the 

world’s biggest whitewater rivers.  

 

James Weir explores and competes all over the world. He has represented Great 

Britain in whitewater canoeing and currently represents Switzerland. 

 
Published by Wiley Nautical 

Publication date: September 2012 
	  
ENDS// 
 
About Wiley Nautical: 
Formerly known as Fernhurst Books, Wiley Nautical was created in 2006. It publishes more 
than 150 sailing, boating, surfing and diving titles. It is part of John Wiley & Sons, Inc, the 
global publishing house founded in 1807 that has been a valued source of information and 
understanding for over 200 years. 
www.wileynautical.com 
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